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 Imagine if you got to run a colony from the seventeenth century on the coast of 

Virginia. What would you make of the place? Where would it be? What would you have 

in the colony? The name of my colony is The Right Arm, and I have prepared it to be a 

powerful stronghold where the redcoats dominate in the seventeenth century. My 

colony brought two ships over one full of 200 men, 200 women, and 74 children. The 

second ship was stocked with supplies, food, water, and my redcoat army. There is 

also a smaller third ship that has two little boats for exploring to shore but it also 

carries six total bovine, six total horses, a house of chickens, and four pigs. 

 I have chosen the name of my colony to be The Right Arm because my 

Governor, Captain, and leading generals and the redcoat army landed in Virginia 

which is in America where we say the pledge with our right arm over our heart. The 

colony is on the coast of Virginia on a land knob that is only accessible by ship or a 

small portion of land from behind. I have a large wall made of sharpened posts that 

goes all the way around my colony except for the dock where ships port but it is 

covered by six cannons with a windmill. There are two ships in my port with sixty two 

cannons each that are all manned and there is a deck captain on both decks with 

commands to fire at will if any approaching ship does not identify itself. In the colony 

right inside there are two trade barns full of stuff that is up for trade or sale that has 

been salvaged or traded. 

 Inside my wall, there are eleven homes with families in them, and there is a 

ranch house that has workers inside that take care of the stock. For the stock I have 



five cows and one bull, I have five mare horses, and one stallion, a herd of sheep that 

consists of four ewes and one ram, three sow pigs, one boar, and a flock of chickens. 

There are four barns next to the animals that house them in the winter, there is one 

big barn that has two wall pens on each side, one for the horses and one for the cows, 

the other barn is alike the first and the pigs and sheep share that barn, the third big 

barn houses the horses that pull wagons for visiting important people. The small barn 

holds enough square bales and grain to last the animals through winter. The chickens 

stay in their coop in winter. 

 In the town there is a rich hotel for important guests, there also is two huge 

barns that house my military, one houses the one hundred and twenty-four men that 

man the ships, and the other houses the guards that patrol the fence around my 

colony and protect it from other colonies and natives. There is a nice residence for 

the windmill watchman that watches for ships. There also is a nice residence for the 

harbor master right off the start of the dock that welcomes guests and assures their 

arrival and departure. 

 Farther inside the town I have a smaller hotel that is not so upgraded and the 

less rich people stay there say a ship comes in with less important guests. There is a 

schoolhouse there that has grades first through eighth and then they are put to work 

or training as a guard. There is a church there for the people on Sundays, next to the 

church there is a household of the Hansons. There is a bank next to the Hanson house 



and finally there is a warehouse that stores all of the hay, dried foods, canned things, 

and it also serves as a market where you can sell merchandise. 

 Then there is my wall, it is armed by archers and guards in front and there are 

archers in the top that have commands to protect the fort at all cost. Then there is 

the courthouse inside the wall where all laws are made and the governor spends most 

of his time. There are guards at the door to protect the courthouse. There also is a 

large open place that is used for council meetings and town gatherings. There is also 

a side room by the stairs stocked with ammo and extra supplies for the military. The 

governor’s house is on the opposite side of the stairs and it is a large building. Next to 

the council building there is a smaller residence building nearly as nice as the 

governor’s building. Immediately to the right there is a royal hotel that is often used 

for other political business that requires long stays on business. And finally, 

immediately inside the drawbridge and to the right there is a massive building with 

many large rooms that are all filled by military ranks that fight for my colony. 

 Around my fort I have a moat that goes all the way around and there is a shark 

in the moat that gets fed just a little less than needed so he’s always hungry if 

someone dare come too near.


